Come take a workshop to learn Unity!

Workshop led by Unity Instructional Designer Joy Horvath

‘Unity is used to create half of the world's games, with flexible real-time tools to offer incredible possibilities for game developers, and creators across industries and applications.’

Unity Developer is ranked #7 on LinkedIn's list of Top 20 Emerging Jobs in 2017.
- LinkedIn

**Level:** Introductory

**When:** Friday, November 9

**Time:** 12 – 2 PM

**Where:** Salazar 2006

Seats are limited. Please RSVP at https://goo.gl/forms/39eqpZFPE7b2CpW02

Contact Dr. Sara Kassis for more information sara.kassis@sonoma.edu

“Unity is one of the most in-demand IT skills and has one of the highest forecasted growth rates at over 35% over the next two years.” - Burning Glass job market data